GENETICS QUESTION: 1983
L PETERSON/ECHS
State the conclusions reached by Mendel in his work on the inheritance of characteristics. Explain
how each of the following deviates from these conclusions:
A. Autosomal linkage
B. Sex-linked (X-linked) inheritance
C. Polygenic (multiple-gene) inheritance
STANDARDS:
maximum = 15 points total
MENDEL (8 points maximum):
DISCRETE UNITS
2 FACTORS/TRAIT
DOMINANT/RECESSIVE
PUNNETT SQUARE:
GAMETES HAVE 1 FACTOR
EQUAL # GAMETES (EACH TYPE)
FACTORS SEGREGATE WHEN GAMETES FORM (SEGREGATION)
RANDOM DISTRIBUTION OF FACTORS (INDEPENDENT ASSORTMENT)
USE OF PROBABILITY
DEVIATIONS (12 points maximum):
AUTOSOMAL LINKAGE: DEFINITION (1)
EXAMPLE (1)
EXPECTED DEVIATION (1)
SEX-LINKED:
DEFINITION (1)
EXAMPLE (1)
EXPECTED DEVIATION (1)
POLYGENIC:
DEFINITION (1)
EXAMPLE (1)
EXPECTED DEVIATION (1)

GENETICS QUESTION: 1993

L PETERSON/AP BIOLOGY

Assume that a particular genetic condition in a mammalian species causes an
inability to digest starch. this disorder occurs with equal frequency in males
and females. In most cases, neither parent of affected offspring has the condition.
(a) Describe the most probable pattern of inheritance for this condition.
Explain your reasoning. Include in your discussion a sample cross(es)
sufficient to verify your proposed pattern.
(b) Explain how mutation could cause this inability to digest starch.

STANDARDS:
Students were expected to be able to describe the most likely pattern of inheritance based on an understanding of
Mendelian genetics and the specific information given to them in the question. They needed to relate that understanding to
molecular genetics in their explanation of mutations as the cause for the disorder. A variety of levels of understanding to molecular
genetics in their explanation of mutation as the cause for disorder. A variety of levels of understanding of the effects of mutation
were accepted as students could address the mutation as affecting DNA, transcription, translation, protein structure, or protein
function. Students were also expected to demonstrate their understanding of modern techniques that could detect genetic
disorders.

Part A (Maximum: 4 pts)
Most Plausible Pattern:
__ autosomal (non-sex chromosome), not on X (sex-linked) or Y (holandric)
__ recessive (allele is hidden, silent or masked)
Explanation of Genetic Pattern:
__ equal frequency of condition in females and males
__ parents might not show the trait (can be heterozygous, hidden trait possible)
__ most likely a single gene is involved (only two phenotypes observed) eliminating a polygenic inheritance, etc.
Sample Cross:
__ Punnet Square, a sample cross or written explanation that substantiates their genetic pattern
Part B (Maximum: 5 pts)
Mutations:
__ gene codes for polypeptide (amylase)
__ mutations are changes in DNA or a gene
__ types of mutations (nucleotide, point or chromosomal and/or example: deletion, substitution, inversion, translocation, etc.)
__ mutations that affect transcription or RNA (RNA splicing, start signals, etc.)
__ mutations that affect translation (initiation, elongation, termination, frame shifts, etc.)
__ mutations cause protein or enzyme structural changes: missing or altered (amino acid sequence or shape, active site)
__ mutations cause protein or enzyme functional changes: (production of a nonfunctional protein)
__ mutations cause structural changes that affect the release of the active enzyme (in cell membrane or gland)

An organism is heterozygous at two genetic loci on different chromosomes.

| |
| |
| |
Aa
| |

| |
Bb
| |
| |
| |

a) Explain how these alleles are transmitted by the process of mitosis to daughter cells.
b) Explain how these alleles are distributed by the process of meiosis to gametes.
c) Explain how the behavior of these two pairs of homologous chromosomes during meiosis provides the
physical basis for Mendel's two laws of inheritance.
d) Labeled diagrams that are explained in your answer may be useful – but are NOT required.
******************************************************************************************
STANDARDS: Part A (maximum of 4 points)
Transmission Via Mitosis
____ Replication- has occurred, forming 2 identical chromatids (or has occurred during S
phase or interphase of cell cycle). Replication during mitosis/prophase NOT acceptable.
____ Description of chromosome alignment at metaphase. Unpaired chromosomes attached
at spindle fibers (microtubules) independently of each other by metaphase.
____ Description of chromosome movement (separation of chromatids) during anaphase.

____ Description of how chromosomes move (i.e. microtubules/spindle fibers)
____ Results in 2 genetically identical daughter cells - cytokinesis.
____ Specifies that each daughter nucleus contains A, a, B, b; all alleles still present in each.
____ Elaboration-informatively labeled diagrams

STANDARDS Part B (maximum of 4 points)
Distribution Via Meiosis to Gametes
____ Homologous chromosomes (maternal/paternal) pair (synapse) during
prophase I / pairing forms tetrads.
____ Description of segregation (separation) of homologues in anaphase I.
____ No second replication between meiosis I & II / daughter cells have half the
genetic material of parent cell / are haploid.
____ Description of separation of chromatids in anaphase II .
____ 2 cytokinetic events / result is 4 haploid cells or gametes produced.
____ Haploid cells / resulting cells, are not all identical.
____ Elaboration - informatively labeled diagrams
STANDARDS Part C (maximum of 4 points)
Relation of Mendel's Laws to Events in Mitosis/Meiosis
____ Correct statement of law of segregation or results of segregation ("A" separates from "a") during gamete
formation. Paired elements separate randomly so each gamete receives one or other (paternal or maternal).
____ Segregation is due to separation of homologues during anaphase I.
____ Correct statement of independent assortment: during gamete formation,
segregating pairs act independently of one another / AB, Ab, aB, ab.
____ Independent assortment is due to random alignment of tetrads (homologous pairs) during metaphase I (result is as
likely to be AB as Ab...etc.).
____ Elaboration - Linked alleles do not show independent assortment (exception to Mendel's law). Other exceptions to
Mendelian transmission : including nondisjunction etc.

An organism is heterozygous at two genetic loci on different chromosomes.

| |
| |
| |
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a) Explain how these alleles are transmitted by the process of mitosis to daughter cells.
b) Explain how these alleles are distributed by the process of meiosis to gametes.
c) Explain how the behavior of these two pairs of homologous chromosomes during meiosis provides the
physical basis for Mendel's two laws of inheritance.
d) Labeled diagrams that are explained in your answer may be useful – but are NOT required.
******************************************************************************************

STANDARDS: Part A (maximum of 4 points)
Transmission Via Mitosis
____ Replication- has occurred, forming 2 identical chromatids (or has occurred during S
phase or interphase of cell cycle). Replication during mitosis/prophase NOT acceptable.
____ Description of chromosome alignment at metaphase. Unpaired chromosomes attached
at spindle fibers (microtubules) independently of each other by metaphase.
____ Description of chromosome movement (separation of chromatids) during anaphase.
____ Description of how chromosomes move (i.e. microtubules/spindle fibers)
____ Results in 2 genetically identical daughter cells - cytokinesis.
____ Specifies that each daughter nucleus contains A, a, B, b; all alleles still present in each.
____ Elaboration-informatively labeled diagrams

STANDARDS Part B (maximum of 4 points)
Distribution Via Meiosis to Gametes
____ Homologous chromosomes (maternal/paternal) pair (synapse) during
prophase I / pairing forms tetrads.
____ Description of segregation (separation) of homologues in anaphase I.
____ No second replication between meiosis I & II / daughter cells have half the
genetic material of parent cell / are haploid.
____ Description of separation of chromatids in anaphase II .
____ 2 cytokinetic events / result is 4 haploid cells or gametes produced.
____ Haploid cells / resulting cells, are not all identical.
____ Elaboration - informatively labeled diagrams
STANDARDS Part C (maximum of 4 points)
Relation of Mendel's Laws to Events in Mitosis/Meiosis
____ Correct statement of law of segregation or results of segregation ("A" separates from "a") during gamete
formation. Paired elements separate randomly so each gamete receives one or other (paternal or maternal).
____ Segregation is due to separation of homologues during anaphase I.
____ Correct statement of independent assortment: during gamete formation,
segregating pairs act independently of one another / AB, Ab, aB, ab.
____ Independent assortment is due to random alignment of tetrads (homologous pairs) during metaphase I (result is as
likely to be AB as Ab...etc.).
____ Elaboration - Linked alleles do not show independent assortment (exception to Mendel's law). Other exceptions to
Mendelian transmission : including nondisjunction etc.

